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Model-Based System Engineering (MBSE) provides a number of ways on how to create, validate, and verify the complex system
design; unfortunately, the inherent security aspects are addressed neither by the SysML language that is the main MBSE enabler
nor by popular MBSE methods. Although there are many common points betweenMBSE and security requirements engineering,
the key advantages of MBSE (such as managed complexity, reduced risk and cost, and improved communication across a
multidisciplinary team) have not been exploited enough. )is paper reviews security requirements engineering processes and
modeling methods and standards and provides the MBSE security profile as well, which is formalized with the UML 2.5 profiling
capability. )e new UML-based security profile conforms to the ISO/IEC 27001 information security standard. In addition to the
MBSE security profile, this paper also presents the security profile application use case and the feasibility study of current status for
security and systems engineering processes.

1. Introduction

Modern systems among industries such as automotive,
medical devices, aerospace, and defence are becoming ex-
tremely complex; therefore, traditional engineering methods
are not sufficient for their successful realization.)e systems
have become more complex, due to many factors, to name a
few:

(i) Increased spectrum of technologies: complex sys-
tems have become cyber-physical systems (CPS)
and now depend upon the seamless integration of
computational algorithms and various physical
components [1]

(ii) Increased customer demands for more sophisti-
cated systems and market or military competition
[2]

(iii) Systems consist of a large number of components
interacting in a network structure and usually these
components are physically and functionally het-
erogeneous [3]

)e discipline of systems engineering (SE) was initiated
and developed to manage and unite work results of mul-
tidisciplinary engineering teams. )e goal of SE is successful
realization of systems with the focus on gathering customer
needs and defining required functionality early in the de-
velopment cycle, as well as documenting requirements, then
proceeding with design synthesis and system validation [4].
Nowadays, organizations that cannot cope with systems
complexity have switched (or are switching) from a docu-
ment-based approach to a model-based approach in the SE
activities. International Council on Systems Engineering
(INCOSE) emphasizes MBSE importance, and they envision
that MBSE will become a synonym of SE by 2025 [5]. )e
advantages of using models instead of documents in SE
include the following [6–8]:

(i) Increased systems engineering efficiency by

(a) Reusing existing projects or common components
to support design and technology evolution

(b) Enabling impact analysis of requirements
changes
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(c) Improving communication across a multidis-
ciplinary team

(d) Enabling autogeneration of documentation

(ii) Reduced risk by early and iterative requirements
validation and design verification

(iii) Managed complexity

)ere are a number of methods that guide users on how
to get all of the MBSE benefits when creating a system design
model. )e detailed review of these MBSE methodologies
and frameworks is available in the previous papers [9, 10];
sadly, neither of the analyzedmethods deals with the security
analysis at an early stage of system design.

Many researchers in their studies [11–14] agree that
there is a need to identify and tackle security risks during the
systems engineering lifecycle. Nguyen et al. state that se-
curity objectives (such as confidentiality, integrity, and
availability) should be considered together with the business
logic very early, which is crucial in engineering secure
systems. Here, MBSE could be a key helper because of the
opportunity to manipulate models on higher abstraction
level; possibility to tailor generic modeling language (e.g.,
UML and SysML) with the security-related concepts; and
performing reasoning with external analysis tools [12].
Nowadays, the MBSE activity mostly focuses on the design
phase which is usually done by the systems engineers. When
developing complex systems, the security analysis is con-
ducted in parallel with the design phase. Papke argues that
security engineers and systems engineers should work to-
gether and a joint design process or framework is needed in
order to define security aspects in a common model [13].

In this paper, we present the MBSE security profile that
would enable a multidisciplinary team to perform security
analysis in parallel to the systems engineering process in one
MBSE project. We also introduce a small case study that
presents the potential value of using amodel-based approach
for security analysis.

2. Feasibility Study

Before starting the analysis and security profile development
tasks, we conducted a feasibility study to support or deny our
initial thesis that the MBSE would be helpful and needed
during security analysis. We sent a questionnaire to 10
engineering companies from the following industries:
transportation, aerospace and defence, maritime, healthcare,
and software. )e survey questions were answered by sys-
tems engineers (total: 8), a chief systems engineer, and a
security engineer.

)e first two questions were dedicated to finding out
how many organization members are involved in systems
engineering and how many are in security engineering
activities. )e results are provided in Figure 1.

As shown in Figure 1, the numbers of organization
members that are involved in systems engineering activities
are much higher than those in security engineering. Since we
suggest to include security activities into the MBSE model,
the effort of training security engineers the MBSE would be
significantly lower than vice versa.

)e third question was dedicated to finding out the
distribution of system engineering activities. )e majority of
respondents perform system requirements definition and
functional design activities; in addition, logical and physical
design activities are also widely used. All these activities,
except physical design creation, are usually conducted at an
early stage of system development. All the results are pro-
vided in Figure 2.

)e fourth question was “Are the security requirements
or other security artefacts represented (or linked) in your
systems engineering models/documents?” In total, 6 re-
spondents said that it was linked, 2 said that it was partially
linked, and 2 respondents said that the artefacts were not
linked. Also, the respondents were asked to elaborate more
on this question; here are the opinions:

(i) No security artefacts produced. Security is approached
as additional requirements on the system.

(ii) We currently only collaborate internally in our
company.

(iii) Some system attributes that are relevant for security
are modeled. Some model elements are also spe-
cifically created for security analysis purposes
(networks, for example).

(iv) Mostly by linked security requirements.
(v) Documentation of assets/system objects and phys-

ical and logical connection.

)ese answers lead to the conclusion that more than half
the respondents trace security requirements with the sys-
tems engineering elements but not in a consistent way.

)e fifth question was, “Does your organization conform
to any security standard for system design?” )e 43 percent
of respondents said that their process conforms to the ISO/
IEC 27001 standard; all the answers are provided in Figure 3.

Next, we wanted to find out what techniques organi-
zations practice for security analysis. )e majority of re-
spondents (8) rely on security requirements. )e attack/
threat scenarios and security processes/controls definition
were practiced by 3 respondents. All the results are provided
in Figure 4.
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Figure 1: Chart presenting the number of members for systems
engineering and security engineering in the surveyed organizations.
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)enext question helped us find out whether the security
analysis integration into MBSE could bring any benefits. )e
majority of participants agree or strongly agree that all the
listed advantages would be important. All the results are
provided in Figure 5.

)e last question was dedicated to checking which
techniques would be useful for validating/verifying a se-
curity model (Figure 6).

Seven of ten respondents answered that the most useful
techniques would be model validation (e.g., checking if the
current level of risk is acceptable) and change impact analysis
(e.g., check what assets will be impacted if the security re-
quirement is changed). Five respondents said that the cov-
erage analysis (e.g., check how many risks are not linked with
security controls) and model simulation (e.g., check if attack
scenario is executed correctly) would be useful as well.

To summarize, the feasibility survey showed that both
systems engineers and security engineers acknowledge the

importance and value of integrating systems and security
models; however, this has not yet been implemented in
practice.

3. Analysis of Related Work

)e analysis of the related work includes the Security Re-
quirements Engineering section in which we present the
security requirements engineering process definitions. )e
next chapter, Modeling Approaches for Security Analysis,
demonstrates how the traditional security requirements
engineering process is incorporated into the different sys-
tems modeling methods.

3.1. Security Requirements Engineering. Security Require-
ments Engineering domain combines methods, techniques,
and norms for tackling secure systems creation task during
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Figure 2: Chart presenting distribution of systems engineering activities.
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Figure 3: Chart of the question, “Does your organization conform to any security standard for system design?”.
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the early stages of the system development cycle [15].
Many approaches for performing security requirements
engineering have been proposed in the literature. Some of
the methods provide guidelines for security-related ac-
tivities (e.g., SQUARE [16] and CLASP [17]), while some
of them operationalize security standards (e.g., SREP is
based on ISO/IEC 17799:2005 [18] and CORAS is based
on ISO 31000 [19]). )e detailed comparison of security
requirements engineering methods was provided by Fa-
bian et al. [20], and the comprehensive ontology for the IS
risk management domain was defined by Dubois et al.
[21].

)e security requirements engineering process includes
traditional requirement engineering activities such as re-
quirements elicitation, specification, and analysis. )e final
purpose of security requirements engineering is to prevent
harm in the real world by considering security requirements
as constraints upon functional requirements [22]. Here, the
most recurring word is security requirement and it is
worthwhile to look at how this term is treated by different
authors:

(i) Dubois et al. characterize security requirement as a
condition over the phenomena of the environment
that system stakeholders wish to make true by
designing the system, in order to mitigate risks [21].

(ii) Fabian accents that the security requirement is the
detailed refinement of one or more security goals,
whereas the security goal refers to a particular part

of the CIA (confidentiality, integrity, and avail-
ability) model [20].

(iii) Salini and Kanmani agree that security require-
ments can be treated as a constraint on the functions
of the system, and these constraints operationalize
one or more security goals [22].

Respectively, security requirements can be considered as
a more detailed statement of security goal or objective. In
our research, we look further at how this term is interpreted
and refined in various modeling approaches.

One remark about security and safety requirements
engineering should be noted. Despite the fact that security
and safety disciplines have many similarities (e.g., both are
protecting assets by creating secure/safe conditions [23]),
core differences exist too [24]:

(i) )e origin of risk: security focuses on threats (e.g.,
attacker hacks aircraft in-flight entertainment sys-
tem and overrides the security software), while safety
considers hazards (e.g., landing gear of the aircraft
fails to extend).

(ii) )e nature of consequences: unmanaged security
risks could cause harm to the system itself or to its
environment. )e consequences of safety risks are
related to the system environment only.

In this research, we do not analyze safety techniques
except those that combine both safety and security areas
(e.g., CHASSIS).
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Figure 5: Chart representing benefits of integrating security activities into MBSE model.
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3.2. Modeling Approaches for Security Analysis. )is section
provides an analysis of the following modeling frameworks
and methods for identifying security risks:

(i) Unified Architecture Framework (UAF)
(ii) )e combined harm assessment of safety and se-

curity for information systems (CHASSIS)
(iii) SysML Sec
(iv) UML Sec

Here, we picked out graphical modeling approaches that
could be used at an early stage of system design and inte-
grated into the MBSE process. We excluded formal security
methods based on mathematical techniques or semiformal
approaches that are based on a different graphical form than
UML/SysML (e.g., Petri nets and Bayesian belief network)
because the different notation may include additional
complexity to the MBSE model and formal methods are
usually implemented in a later phase. Also, techniques used
in other methods (e.g., misuse cases in CHASSIS) are not
separately detailed in this paper.

UAF is an enterprise architecture framework (EAF)
created by Object Management Group (OMG) [25]. )e
UAF framework unifies existing military architecture
frameworks (such as MoDAF, DoDAF, and NAF) and,
unlike the latter, it is applicable to industrial and commercial
applications as well [26, 27]. Besides the demilitarization and
unification of military frameworks, UAF has an additional
security domain [28]. )e security domain enables users to
identify the security constraints and capture information
assurance properties that exist during communication be-
tween resources and operational performers [25]. )ese
information-assurance properties are aligned to NIST/DOD
standards that are the base for the unified information se-
curity framework for the entire US federal government
[29, 30].

)e key security concepts used in UAF are security
constraint, security property, security assets, security controls,
risk, and security impact property [25].

CHASSIS is a mnemonic acronym for the combined
harm assessment of safety and security for information sys-
tems. )e CHASSIS method allows identifying both security
and safety aspects and is based on UML notation [31]. )is
method comprises three main processes (eliciting functional
requirements; eliciting safety/security requirements; and
specifying safety/security requirements) and different se-
curity management techniques for eliciting and specifying
security requirements. )e definition of security require-
ments relies on creating and analyzing UML-based diagrams
(misuse case, misuse sequence diagram) and conducting
their results with traditional security techniques, e.g.,
HAZOP table and textual security requirements [31].

Misuse case technique extends the UML use case dia-
gram with the additional elements of misuse case and
misuser. )ese concepts allow defining attackers and their
threats to the system of interest. Also, two supplementary
relations of threatens and mitigates allow security engineers
to specify which use case mitigates misuse case or which
misuse case threatens use case. Misuse sequence diagram can

be used to represent possible interactions between attacker
and system that are arranged in time sequence. Finally, the
HAZOP table is used to summarize the relevant information
for the safety and security requirements [31, 32].

)e key security concepts used in CHASSIS are attack,
attacker, threat, security requirement, risk, and weakness.

SysML Sec is a model-driven engineering environment,
which presents extended SysML diagrams for security risks
as well as the methodology for creating secure real-time
embedded systems [33].

)e SysML Sec methodology consists of three main
phases [33]:

(1) System analysis (based on Y-chart approach for
embedded systems)

(2) System design (based on V-model for software
development)

(3) System validation (based on model transformation
into formal specifications)

)e analysis phase covers the definition of security re-
quirements and attack scenarios and serves as an identifi-
cation of main functions and candidate hardware
architecture as well. In the system design stage, security
requirements are refined with security properties and se-
curity-related functions are defined. )e validation phase
allows users to formally assess whether security properties
are verified. If the model is too large to be verified, model-to-
code transformations are used to perform security tests [33,
34].

)e key security concepts used in SysML Sec are assets,
security requirement, security property, security-related
function, and threat.

/e UML Sec approach enables a definition of security
requirements for a system under analysis with a lightweight
extension of UML. As UML Sec is a lightweight extension, it
does not present any new diagrams but provides a set of
stereotypes (with tag definitions) and constraints. Security-
related stereotypes allow users to specify security require-
ments and attack/failure scenarios with standard UML di-
agrams (e.g., use case, activity, and sequence diagrams). )e
custom constraints written in OCL (Object Constraint
Language) help to verify the model with formal semantics
[14, 35]. )e UML Sec method can be integrated with the
Goal-Driven Security Requirements Engineering method-
ology in order to have a structured framework for secure
software systems development [36].

)e key security concepts used in UML Sec are security
requirement, security property, attacker, and attack.

4. Concepts Alignment

)is section is dedicated to aligning all the analyzed
modeling approaches for security analysis. We present
security concepts with definitions, synonyms, and their
occurrence in the analyzed modeling approaches in
Table 1 (Y indicates that the corresponding concept is
used in modeling approach and N means that it is not
relevant).
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5. Security Domain Model

Once we are finished with literature analysis and concept
alignment activities, we can transform analyzed data into the
security domainmodel.)e domainmodel is specifiedwith the
MagicDraw modeling tool in the UML class diagram, and it
describes security concepts and their relations (see Figure 7).

)ree groups in the security domain model were
distinguished:

(i) Security assurance concepts (white) describe con-
cepts that allow ensuring system security or miti-
gating possible risks

(ii) Items to be protected (green) present data and
system assets that should be identified and protected

(iii) Risk-related concepts (red) characterize hostile
concepts and possible system weaknesses

)e security domain model allows classifying various risk
terms and establishing logical relationships between them.
However, the security domain model is not enough for the
model-based security analysis; thereupon, the next chapters
present the security profile that would enable such analysis.

6. Security Profile Structure and Content

We use the built-in profiling capability of UML 2.5 that
enables us to transform security concepts that were specified
in the domain model to the security modeling language.)is
is a classical modeling language design approach where the

key concepts of the domain should be determined at first,
and then a new language could be created to support it [37].

)e ISO/IEC 27001 information security standard by the
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and
the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) is
selected as the basis for the security profile. )is standard is
designed to help engineering secure systems by providing
the best practice recommendations on information security
management, risks, and controls [38]. ISO/IEC 271001
enables us to break down the security profile into logical
sections, as well as to use industry recognizable terms.

)e profile structure is shown in Figure 8. )e profile
scheme contains the groups (separated with dashed line) where
each follows needed steps for establishing an Information
Security Management System (ISMS) by ISO/IEC 27001.

)e first step suggests that the criteria for accepting risks
should be defined before identifying and evaluating the risks.
To support this step, we created a stereotype of “Risk As-
sessment Configuration” with the tag definition of “Criteria
for Accepting Risks” that will allow users to specify which
risk level will be acceptable in their organization.

)e “4.2.1 d” chapter in the ISO/IEC 27001 standard talks
about the identification of the following elements:

(1) )e assets within the scope of the ISMS and the
owners of these assets

(2) )e threats to those assets
(3) )e vulnerabilities that might be exploited by the

threats

Table 1: Security concepts mapped to modeling approaches.

UAF CHASSIS SysML
Sec

UML
Sec Definition Synonyms

Asset Y Y Y N

Elements that can be considered as a subject for security
analysis [25]

Something in the system and/or its environment, to be
protected from negative consequences [31]

Software asset,
system asset,
data asset

Security
constraint Y Y Y Y A type of rule that captures a formal statement to define

security laws, regulations, guidances, and policies [25]
Security requirement,

security goal

Security
control Y N Y N

A safeguard or countermeasure prescribed for an
information system or an organization designed to protect
the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of the asset’s

information and to meet a set of defined security
requirements [25]

Security activity,
safeguard,

countermeasure,
security-related

function
Security
property Y N Y Y Property or constraint on a system asset that characterizes

their security needs [25]
Information-assurance

property
Risk Y Y Y N A statement of the impact of an event on assets [25] —

Risk impact Y Y Y N )e potential impact on system due to a specific reasons
(availability, integrity, and confidentiality) [25]

Harm,
consequence,
security impact

property

Vulnerability Y Y N Y An internal fault that enables an external fault to harm the
system [31]

Weakness,
security constraint

(in UAF)

Attacker N Y Y Y
Someone or something carrying out an attack for altering
the system’s functionality or performance, or accessing

confidential information [31]
Intruder

)reat Y Y Y Y
Potential attack that targets system assets and that may lead

to harm to assets [21]
An action carried out to harm system [31]

Attack,
security constraint

(in UAF)
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(4) )e impacts that losses of confidentiality, integrity,
and availability may have on the assets

Respectively, we have created the following stereotypes:
Risk; Asset (Data Asset/System Asset/Software Asset); Vul-
nerability; /reat; Risk Impact. Also, the additional stereo-
types were created for all possible relations (Characterize,
Cause, Misuse, Use, and Applicable To).

)e third step indicates that the business impact and the
acceptable risk level scale should be identified at this stage.
)e “Risk Impact” stereotype will allow users to document
risk impact and the “Risk Level” enumeration will provide
the scale from 1 to 10.

)e fourth step refers to the options for identifying and
evaluating the treatment of risks.)e Security Control concept
was identified during domain analysis; however, ISO/IEC
27001 extends this term with the Risk Treatment that should
have two options: Risk Control and Opportunity to transfer
risk to an external party. Accordingly, the following stereo-
types are created and added to this group: Risk Treatment,
External Party, Transfer to External Party, and Apply Control.

)e fifth section is dedicated to selecting control ob-
jectives and controls for the treatment of risks. )e “Control
Objective” and “Security Control” stereotypes will help in
capturing such information.

)e next chapter presents how the security profile can be
applied in the real-world SysML model.

7. Security Profile Application Use Case

In order to demonstrate the security profile usage of per-
forming security analysis, we selected Hybrid Sport Utility
Vehicle (HSUV) model from the OMG SysML specification

[39]. Originally, this model was created to illustrate how the
SysML language can support the specification, analysis, and
design of a system. We are refining this model by adding the
“HSUV Security Analysis” layer which covers the system risk
assessment configuration and security artefacts for the
power control unit.

Before starting the security analysis for HSUV, the se-
curity engineer/manager must develop criteria for accepting
risks and identifying the acceptable level of risks. )ere are
many different methodologies for risk assessment that shall
ensure comparable and reproducible results.)e criteria and
methodology should be captured in the Risk Assessment
Configuration element in an MBSE tool.

For the security analysis, the multidisciplinary (sys-
tems and security engineering) team should analyze all the
parts of HSUV to find out whether those parts can be
violated/attacked, what is the risk and risk impact, and
what security prevention controls are possible. )e
quantitative analysis is enabled by an MBSE tool and it
allows calculating such data:

(i) How many system parts are not treated as assets?

(ii) How many risks do not have risk treatment?

(iii) How many risks have a higher level than an ac-
ceptable level of risk defined in Risk Assessment
Configuration?

For this application use case, we have selected Power
Control Unit that is responsible for handling vehicle ac-
celeration and braking pedal. )e extract of the Power
Control Unit security analysis is presented in Figure 9. )e
Power Controller assets (system and software) are created
and linked with the SysML block of PowerControlUnit.

«Concept»
Threat

«Concept»
Security Constraint

«Concept»
Security Control

«Concept»
Security
Property

«Concept»
Software Asset

«Concept»
System Asset

«Concept»
Attacker

«Concept»
Risk

«Concept»
Vulnerability

«Concept»
Data Asset

«Concept»
Asset

«Concept»
Risk Impact

is a security requirement of

is a characteristic of

exercises

misuses

uses

is applicable
to

causes

fullfils

has

Figure 7: )e security domain model.
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(ii) Identify the risks

(v) Select control objectives and controls
for the treatment of risks

(i) Define the risk assessment approach
of the organization 

(iv) Identify and evaluate options for
the treatment of risks

(iii) Analyse and evaluate the risks

Profile Diagram SecurityProfile SecurityProfile][
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Figure 8: Security profile.
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)en, the risk of “An attacker is able to take over an ECU via
the OBD-II port, reprogram it, and execute functions of
Power Subsystem (accelerate, brake with generator)” is
identified and traced to those assets. )e level of this risk is
set to 10.

In our case study, the risk has the risk impact of “Lost
control of HSUV acceleration and/or brake” that can be

fatal. )e possible threat is “Fault injection on automotive
diagnostic protocols” that potentially uses the vulnerability
of “Control Area Network (CAN) protocol.” On the other
side, the risk has the options for the risk treatment with
possible control options: Authenticate Messages and Detect
Instructions. If the security controls are already known, users
should add the documentation for such control. If the

)
)

SysML::Block::allInstances()->select(b|
not b.supplierDependency->exists(dep|

dep.oclIsKindOf(UML2_Metamodel::Abstraction) and
dep.oclAsType(UML2_Metamodel::Abstraction).client->forAll(c|c.oclIsKindOf(SecurityProfile::Asset))

Figure 10: OCL query for finding all blocks that are not linked with an asset.

HSUV Security Analysis ]package HSUV Security Analysis [

Criteria for Accepting Risks = 5
«Risk Assesment Configuration»

Documentation = “Rationale: There are different
methodologies for risk assessment. Examples of risk
assessment methodologies can be found in ISO/IEC
TR 13335-3, Information technology — Guidelines for
the management of IT Security — Techniques for the
management of IT Security.”
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Figure 9: PowerControlUnit security analysis.
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security control is not known, then the SysML activity di-
agram could be created under this element and the supposed
algorithm should be modeled by the security engineer. )e
objective of the identified security controls is Prevent any
unauthorized access to the ECU.

After documenting and linking all the security-related
elements, we can create expressions based on Object Con-
straint Language (OCL) for running quantitative model
verification, e.g., finding all system blocks that are not linked
with any asset element (Figure 10).

)is OCL expression can be used as a base for a metric
table (see Figure 11), or it can be a query for collecting
corresponding elements, or it can be used to validate the
MBSE model in real time.

Furthermore, when both MBSE and security models are
integrated, we can perform change impact analysis, e.g., check
which system and security elements shall be reviewed, if the
initial system requirement is being changed. In Figure 12, we
demonstrate the change impactmap that shows traceability from
the “Power” requirement to the system and software assets.

8. Conclusions and Future Works

)ere are many common points betweenMBSE and security
requirements engineering; however, these disciplines still
have not been connected in terms of the standard method,
approach, or framework. )is leads to the fact that powerful
advantages of MBSE (such as automated document gener-
ation, managed complexity, reduced risk and cost, and
improved communication across a multidisciplinary team)

are still being underexploited in the workflow of security
engineers and systems engineers. )e literature analysis and
feasibility survey showed that systems engineers and security
engineers recognize the value of integrating systems and
security processes, but this has not been implemented in
practice yet.

)is paper contributes to linking MBSE discipline with
the security analysis approaches in two aspects:

(1) It maps the concepts from the security requirement
engineering field and UML/SysML-based modeling
approaches for security analysis. )e mapping and
the security domain model could help users to un-
derstand and compare security terms.

(2) It introduces the UML security profile based on the
ISO/IEC 27001 information security standard that
allows describing and analyzing security aspect to-
gether with the system model. )e use of model-
based techniques ensures that the security and sys-
tem artefacts are aligned at the early phase of system
design and MBSE benefits are extended to security
engineer discipline.

)e security profile viability was presented by extending
Hybrid Sport Utility Vehicle (HSUV) sample from the OMG
SysML specification with the power control unit security
analysis.

We are planning to continue our work and provide the
extended guidelines for the MBSE security profile and check
which security techniques are the most effective according to
systems engineering and security practitioners.

Figure 11: Metric table that presents how many blocks are covered by assets.

8 Power

PowerSubsystem

9 PowerSourceManagement

BatteryPack

ElectricMotorGenerator

WheelHubAssembly

ElectricalPowerController

BrakePedal

Transmission

Differential

FuelTankAssembly

FrontWheel

Accelerator

InternalCombustionEngine

HSUV Operational States

PowerControlUnit
Power Controller (Hardware)

Power Controller (Embedded Software)

R –

R

–

–

+

+

+

–
+

+

Figure 12: )e change impact map for the “Power” requirement.
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